Chronic drug use confirmed by hair analysis: its role in understanding both the medical cause of death and the circumstances surrounding the death.
Analysis of hair for drugs is now a well established technique. It is being used increasingly in crime investigation but seldom in routine Coroner's toxicology. Hair analysis is the only method of obtaining a reliable drug history for the weeks or months prior to death. Between 2004 and 2006 from the cases reported to HM Coroner, hair was submitted for analysis in addition to the routine specimens for 286 selected cases. These were all cases where drug use was thought to be involved in the death. The usefulness of the data from hair analysis was evaluated along with the data from the conventional samples. The types of cases were identified where hair analysis provided valuable supporting evidence. It was found that reliable information concerning long-term drug use was important in a wide range of cases including: --demonstrating a history of drug use or lack of it, demonstrating tolerance or lack of it, compliance with medication, death due to long-term cocaine use and its role in depression/suicide, sudden unexplained death, and excited delirium. The cases types are illustrated by reference to individual cases and the implications of the findings discussed. The study demonstrated that hair analysis can provide vital evidence in a wide range of cases reported to HM Coroner. This evidence can be invaluable to the pathologist, Coroner, and the family of the deceased in understanding both the medical cause of death and the circumstances surrounding the death.